the masses would be educated through struggle. As Mao put it in 1957, "Marxism is a wrangling 'ism,' dealing as it does with contradictions and struggles." Mao's idea of a political forum was not one with guarantees of freedom of speech in the Western sense, but a forum where one had the freedom to risk his political future on the conviction that his contribution would eventually be judged a "fragrant flower" rather than a "poisonous weed." This was a risk Mao himself had often taken, and he heartily recommended it. It was, however, unrealistic to expect this kind of openness to be an adequate encouragement to creativity in a socialist state. Mao had enjoyed the practical freedom to innovate in a chaotic and fragmented China; the political and ideological consolidation of the PRC foreclosed such ventures. Revolutionary effectiveness no longer functioned as a practical criterion of truth. It became an ideological standard of truth—revolutionary effectiveness now meant Mao's idea of revolutionary effectiveness.

The independent course which China took under Mao's helmsmanship from 1957 to 1976 involved many innovations and also wide oscillations in policy, but Mao's active roles in the Great Leap Forward and in the Cultural Revolution constitute in large part the current image of Mao. The link between this image and Mao's early career as described in this book is strong: the values and methods of Mao's later politics were an affirmation of his earlier political experience. But it is important to note that in his last twenty years Mao was active in phases of ideological leadership and passive in more practical phases. The first twenty years of his politics were exactly the reverse. The last limitation of Mao's political paradigm, ironically, was its appropriateness. The practical solution of the problems of one phase could not simply be transmuted into the ideological solution of the problems of the next. The foundations of Mao Zedong's political thought held firm, but the different context produced by its own success changed its significance.
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Chapter 1: Mao before Marxism
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95. Document in Kuo, Analytical History, vol. 1, p. 455. This does not imply
that Qu relied entirely on spontaneity. The next item of the circular is this:
"The peasant’s insurrection in Hubei and Hunan must begin on 10 Sep-
tember." But the circular is dated 14 September.
97. MJZ 2:58, 244-246.
98. MJZ 2:53-55, 246.
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p. 21.
113. Document in Hisiao, Land Revolution, pp. 152-170; see also his com-
mentary, pp. 34-37.
115. This tendency is clearest in "Gan-xi tudi fenpei qingxing" [The situation of
land distribution in western Jiangxi], a survey of twelve localities; MJZ
2:155-160.
116. It is evident from the earlier discussion of the stages of land redistribution
that this "concession" was quite tenuous and hard fought. But the prop-
erty-tied families who stayed in the village must have expected redistribution.
117. Mao estimates (MJZ 2:170) that only 25 percent of the rural population
were capable of full labor, 37 percent capable of half-labor, and 37 percent
could not contribute to production. If a family had a high percentage of
laborers it could, all else being equal, accumulate a surplus. But a per
capita land redistribution would make it overstaffed for its own land.
119. For a particularly bad example of this type of interpretation, see Jen Chuo-
huaan, "An Analysis of the Thought of Mao Tse-Tung," in Collected Docu-
ments of the First Sino-American Conference on Mainland China (Taiwan:

120. MJZ 2:51. For a critical view of the effectiveness of parliamentary democracy
in protecting the interests of the rural poor in England, see J. L. and
Barbara Hammond, The Village Labourer, 1760-1832 (New York:

CHAPTER 4: GOVERNING THE CHINESE SOVIET REPUBLIC: 1931-1934
1. The early difficulties of coordinated leadership of the base areas are indi-
cated by Zhang Guotao’s claim that he was “not able to get any reliable
news about the Party Central Committee until the Spring of 1932” (Auto-
bioa, vol. 2, p. 262). This was five months after Zhang had been
elected vice-chairman of the csr. Establishing effective central coordina-
tion among Soviets was a major goal of the Second National Soviet Con-
gress in 1934.
2. See the map and explanation provided by Trygve Løvstein in Chinese Com-
munism, 1931-1934, pp. 8-9.
3. Mao made the observation in 1958 that although several hundred Chinese
had studied in Russia, there were only 28½ Bolsheviks. He gave the follow-
ing explanation for this group: “It was because they [the 28½] were so
terrifyingly ‘left’ that they became self-restricting and isolated, thus reduc-
ing the Party’s contacts.” From “March 10 Talk at the Chengtu Confer-
sence,” in Schram, Chairman Mao Talks to the People, p. 97.
4. William Dorrill attacks the “power struggle” thesis in "Rewriting History to
Further Maoism: The Ningpo Conference of 1932," in Huang, Logic of
Maism, pp. 62-85. However, his assumption that any divergence of opin-
ion was insignificant is even more misleading. Hsiung’s view in Chi-
nese Communism is much more balanced. He maintains that differences
of opinion between Mao and the Twenty-eight Bolsheviks were not funda-
mental enough to prevent a working division of responsibility.
5. Since this group was in opposition to the Twenty-eight Bolsheviks, the sus-
picion was voiced immediately that they had been betrayed. This was
countered with the claim that other rightist oppositionists had betrayed
their brethren in order to create confusion. Warren Kuo, who is closer to
the sources than most, says that the group attracted policy attention by
meeting in a Shanghai hotel for two days in a row and thus "had only their
9. Suwetsai shengquan [Soviet power] edited by the General Political Depart-
ment of the Chinese Worker’s and Peasant’s Red Army, p. 13 of the first
edition (January 1932), which is the third copy of the pamphlet on reel 10
of the Chen Cheng microfilm collection.
11. In the Stalinist purges, to have compromised was a far greater offense than
to have been unrealistic.
12. See Carl Dorris, "Peasant Mobilization in North China and the Origins of


15. In 1958, Mao recalled the following difference of policy: “Because the number of rich peasants was very small we decided in principle to leave them alone, and to make concessions to them. But the ‘leftists’ did not agree. They advocated giving the rich peasants bad land, and giving the landlords no land.” As a result the landlords had nothing to eat, and some of them fled to the mountains and formed guerrilla bands.” From Schram, *Chairman Mao Speaks*, p. 97.


19. *MZJ* 3:44.


21. William Dorrill maintains that Mao’s cooperative attitude toward the Fujian rebels was an invention of later Maoist “official history.” The weight of evidence, however, clearly favors the official view. When Mao criticized the handling of the Fujian affair at the Zunyi Conference, one year after the event, he was not strong enough politically to fabricate an “official history” for an audience of recent participants. See William Dorrill, “The Fujian Rebellion and the CCP: A Case of Maoist Revisionism,” *China Quarterly* 37 (January 1969): 31–53.


29. “Guanyu jixu gaizao difang suwei ai zhengfu wenti” [On the problem of continuously reforming local soviet government], *Hengguo Zhonghua* [Red China] 35 (27 September 1932); *MZJ* 3:131–133.

30. *MZJ* 3:132. This is the first occurrence in Mao’s works of the important rectification trope “zhaohua...xinxu” [wash out...breathe in].

31. “Guanyu zhanzheng jinji douyuan” [On urgent mobilization for war], *Red China* 38 (16 October 1932); *MZJ* 3:143–148.

32. “Guanyu ge ji xuanju yundong di jiancha” [On the inspection of the election movement at all levels], *Red China* 43 (5 December 1932); *MZJ* 3:169–172.


34. “Guanyu zhanzheng douyuan yu gongzuo fangshi” [On mobilization for war and work style], *Red China* 43 (5 December 1932); *MZJ* 3:163–168.

35. *MZJ* 3:166.


37. *MZJ* 3:168. “Gongzuo fandan” and “zhao pining” are used in this article for the first time in Mao’s works.

38. See *Honghan wenji jueyuan* [Resolution on Red Army problems] passed by the First Congress of the Soviet Area Party and made available by the Soviet Area Central Bureau in October 1931; Chen Cheng reel 16. The same approach is evident in Zhang Wentian’s essay on district soviets from April 1934 (Chen Cheng reel 10).

39. It should not be assumed that the party leadership in Jiangxi was in favor of bureaucratism. In fact, most of the principles of Mao’s redirection of the election and mobilization movements can be found in a campaign for a “new leadership style” in the Jiangxi Party in June 1932. Bureaucratism, commandism, formalism, and so forth are all criticized in detail. See *Dang di farsen* [Party reconstruction], published by the Organizational Department of the Central Bureau, especially the articles in the first issue by Deng Yingchao (Teng Ying-ch’ao) and Chang Sheng, in *Chen Cheng* reel 17.

40. Judging from a February 1933 *Red China* investigation of district-level soviets in Ruijin, the reelection movement had no great success in revitalizing local government. See Yeu Lin, “Ruijin ge qi jianju gongzuo di tedian” [Weakness of inspection work in the districts of Ruijin County], *Red China* 52:4; Chen Cheng reel 17.

41. This campaign, “Jiesheng jingji bingju zhanzheng” (Save in Economics to Help the War), can be viewed as a direct ancestor of the Yanan “Better Troops and Simpler Administration” drive. See *Red China* 55 (22 February 1933): 3; 60 (12 March 1933): 6; both in Chen Cheng reel 17.

42. “Wei tiqian zhonggong jingshi shiying qianren ding ji chu jiangxu shi” [Plant early in order to gather strength to defeat the enemy’s big offensive], *Red China* 46 (7 January 1933); Chen Cheng reel 17; *MZJ* 3:179–180.

43. See *MZJ* 3:213–214, 241–242. However, the combined harvests of 1933 were considerably better than those of 1932.

44. See Bo Gu (Qin Bangxian), “Weizhe Buansjiweike di chungeng er douzheng” [Fight for a Bolshevik spring planting], *Red China* 51 (10 February 1933): 1; Chen Cheng reel 17. Some of these policies were already in use in the autumn. “Revolutionary competition” is mentioned in *Ruijin Hongqi* [Red Flag of Ruijin] 7 (7 November 1931): 2, and some weeks later there was a call for inspection of land division. See *Ruijin Hongqi* 10 (28 November 1931): 1; Chen Cheng reel 1.

45. There had been cases reported in which the landlords retained their advantages; the poor peasants did not benefit and therefore did not actively participate in soviet work. See “Zhongyang zhenzheng dui Huichang gongzuo di zhishi” [Central government directive on work in Huichang], *Red China* 30 (4 August 1932): 4; Chen Cheng reel 16.

46. “Quanzhong laodong reqing zuzhi qilai” [Organize the work enthusiasm of the masses], *Red Flag* 67 (8 April 1933): 2.
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47. This is based on the account of the well-informed editors of Chihfei fandong wenjian lubian [A collection of Red Bandit reactionary documents], 6 vols. (1935), vol. 3, p. 952. It is claimed by the former communist general Gong Chu that the initial stimulus came from the Comintern. See Lötvirt, Chinese Communism 1931–1934, p. 155.


49. This does not mean that the party leadership originated these ideas. The resolution starts: "Having heard the report of Mao Zedong and Hu Hai..."

50. "Shixing guangjian shenru di chatian yundong" [Execute a broad and deep Land Investigation Movement], Red China 87(20 June 1933); MZJ 3:223–226.

51. Actually the phrase used is "extremely important" (ji zhongyao di), but no other mass organizations are mentioned. Mao probably used "extremely" instead of "most" out of deference to the labor-oriented party leadership, since "most" is far more characteristic of his style.

52. See, for example, "Chatian yundong zong Xiaoxiao yu Ruijin xianwei de guanzhao" [The bureaucratism of the Xiaoxiao District Committee (in Ruijin county) and the Ruijin County Committee in the Land Investigation Movement], Red China 95 (23 July 1933) 5; Chen Cheng reed 17.

53. "Report," Red China 86(17 June 1933); MZJ 3:243–244. Note the similarities of this framework of analysis to the one within which William Hinton's work team operated in Fanxian.

54. "Zenyang fenjie jieli" [How to differentiate classes], Red China 89(29 June 1933); MZJ 3:265–268.


56. This course of events is well described in Lötvirt, Chinese Communism 1931–1934, pp. 172–184.


59. MZJ 3:348. Such errors were not necessarily the sign of excessive enthusiasm, nor was the problem unique to the Land Investigation Movement. In an article from 1932 which reads like one of Mao's, "Central Government Directive on Work in Huichang," Huichang is criticized both for the lack of a deeply penetrating land struggle (landlords were still charging rents) and also for treating rich peasants like landlords and middle peasants like rich peasants.

60. "Guanyu tudi douzheng zhong yie xie wenti di juedui" [Resolution on some questions in the land struggle], MZJ 4:43–45.

61. Moreover, those who had uncovered large numbers of class enemies were well rewarded with favorable publicity, and the participating masses shared the confiscated goods.

62. MZJ 4:49.
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63. "Guanyu jia kuaizhuan chatian yundong di wenti" [On the problem of continuing to develop the Land Investigation Movement], Red China 164(20 March 1934) 1; Chen Cheng reed 17.


65. "Guanyu 1933 liang ge wenjian di juedui" [Decision on two 1933 articles], MZJ 10:151–182. See also Hinton, Fanxian.


67. MZJ 3:335.


69. MZJ 4:125–126.

70. MZJ 4:154.


72. Mao was probably thinking of places like Caiyi when he later referred to "sprouts of socialism" in Jiangxi. See Schram, Chairman Mao Speaks, p. 117.

73. Red China 92(8 July 1933)6.


75. See Waller, Kiangsi Soviet Republic, pp. 53–110.

76. See "Pimnin yuan zuzhi yu gongzuozuo dagang" [Organizational and work outline for the poor peasant associations], in Chatian yundong zhinan [Compass for the Land Investigation Movement], MZJ 3:283–289.


78. Qu xiang suweizi zengyang gongzuo [How district and township soviets should work], April 1934; Chen Cheng reed 10. The first part of this pamphlet, on the township soviet (pp. 1–39), was written by Mao and appears in MZJ 4:397–398. The second part, on the district soviet (pp. 41–53), is by Zhang Wenti.

79. "Difang suweizi zhengfu zhengzheng zuzhi xiaoci" [Preliminary articles on local soviet government], passed by the Central Executive Committee in November 1931; Reactionary Documents, vol. 3, pp. 705–725. Of seventy-two articles, numbers 5 through 17 deal with township soviets.


81. This is the first mention of this technique in Mao's writings, but it was suggested for party meetings in June 1932 by Deng Yingchao in the first issue of Party Reconstruction.

82. MZJ 3:364.

83. "How District Soviets Should Be Governed." An example of Zhang's approach: "The basic principle is, in making the district chair committee become the leader and organizer of all work in the district, make the resolution of every important problem pass through the chair committee,
and at the same time have the chair committee maintain appropriate relations with every department, and let the centralized leadership of the chair committee help rather than hinder the establishment of the various departments" (p. 42).

84. This summary is derived from Mao's announcement of the Second National Congress, Red China 101 (13 August 1933); MZJ 3:303–305.


86. Waller provides a detailed description of the report in Klungsi Soviet Republic, pp. 87–90.

87. MZJ 4:236.

88. MZJ 4:238–239.

89. MZJ 4:250–251.

90. "Guanyu zhongdun liangshi hexuoshi wenti" [On the problems of initiating food cooperatives], Red China 94 (14 July 1933); MZJ 3:269–270.

91. MZJ 4:253.

92. Included in SW (and in SF) as "Be Concerned with the Well-Being of the Masses, Pay Attention to Methods of Work," SW 1:147–148.


96. The reason for this delay is given in SW 1:155n. "However, as that meeting [the Zunyi Conference] took place during the Red Army's Long March, it had to confine itself to decisions on the most urgent military problems and on the organization of the Secretariat and the Revolutionary Military Commission of the Central Committee. Only when the Red Army had reached Northern Shanxi after the Long March was it possible for the Central Committee of the party to deal systematically with the various problems of tactics in the political sphere."


98. The first two points are made in MZJ 5:35–36; the last occurs throughout the "Resolution" and the "Report."


100. MZJ 5:156–157; SW 1:244.


102. Compare for instance Waller's Klungsi Soviet Republic and Dorrill's "Re-

writing History." Kim's thesis of a division of responsibilities is more accurate, but it tends to minimize the seriousness and chronological pattern of the disagreements.


Chapter 5: The Foundations of Mao Zedong's Political Thought


2. See "Zhonghua Suweai Gongheguo de zhongyang zhiheng weiyuanhui pingming de di er hao" [Order no. 2 of the Central Executive Committee of the CCP], 15 December 1935; MZJ 5:13–14. See also "Guanyu tudi zhengce de zhishi" [Directive on land policy], 22 July 1936; MZJ 5:63–65. It should be remembered that Mao's post-1935 land policy tended somewhat in this direction and that he attributed the anti-rich peasant line to the Twenty-eight Bolsheviks. See Schram, Chairman Mao Speaks, p. 97.


4. See Dorris, "Peasant Mobilization in North China."


6. MZJ 1:173. See also Chapter 2.

7. Bauer, China und die Hoffnung auf Glaub, pp. 537–572. Since Bauer's theme is transcultural, his treatment of Mao is sensitive to Marxist influences. In my opinion, however, the analysis does not sufficiently take into account the changed practical context of Mao's thought.


15. The series begins with an article by Ric Pfaffen in Modern China 2(4), October 1976.

16. The best description of the complexity of Mao's background is Frederic Wakeman's History and Will.

18.MZ/3.335.
21. See Mao Zedong Sizhang Wansui (Long live the thought of Mao Zedong), a Red Guard publication in three volumes reprinted in Taiwan and Hong Kong.
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